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Achievable Rates in Low-Power Relay
Links Over Fading Channels
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Abstract—Relayed transmissions enable low-power communications among nodes (possibly separated by a large distance) in
wireless networks. Since the capacity of general relay channels
is unknown, we investigate the achievable rates of relayed transmissions over fading channels for two transmission schemes: the
block Markov coded and the time-division multiplexed (TDM)
transmissions. The normalized achievable minimum energy per
bit required for reliable communications is derived, which also
enables optimal power allocation between the source and the relay.
The time-sharing factor in TDM transmissions is optimized to improve achievable rates. The region where relayed transmission can
provide a lower minimum energy per bit than direct transmission,
as well as the optimal relay placement for these two transmission
schemes, are also investigated. Numerical results delineate the
advantages of relayed, relative to direct, transmissions.
Index Terms—Fading channels, low-power transmissions, minimum energy per bit, relay channels, spectral efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

D HOC connectivity is an integral part of many emerging
applications, including wireless sensor and home networks [1]. Unlike well-structured wireless cellular systems,
where all communications are controlled by the base station, ad
hoc wireless networks do not have an established infrastructure.
Without an inherent infrastructure, nodes in ad hoc wireless
networks handle the control of communications by themselves.
Peer-to-peer communications are enabled either through a
direct link, or via relayed transmissions, where intermediate
nodes serve as relays to send packets toward their final destination. Relayed transmissions not only improve error-probability
performance [2]–[6], but also have the potential to increase
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the capacity of ad hoc wireless networks [7]. Since relayed
transmissions can mitigate the effects of path loss, they can
save transmit power, and also reduce interference among
nodes. This allows for frequency reuse, which increases the
network capacity. Relayed transmissions also provide a means
of effecting diversity to combat channel fading introduced by
the wireless interface. A node can transmit its signals directly
and through multiple relay paths to its destination. Since the
destination receives signals transmitted through multiple independent paths, relaying introduces a form of diversity that is
known as cooperative diversity [8]–[11], because it is enabled
via cooperating relay nodes.
Although the capacity of the Gaussian degraded relay channel
was obtained in [12], only an upper bound on the capacity and
achievable rates of general relay channels were derived in [12].
The capacity and achievable rates of Gaussian relay channels
with multiple relays were studied in [13]–[17]; and the achievable rates of Gaussian relay channels with time or frequency-division multiplexed (TDM/FDM) transmissions were considered
in [18]–[20]. Ergodic capacity of relay links over multi-input
multi-output (MIMO) fading channels was also investigated recently in [21]. Since relayed transmissions can considerably
save the transmit power, while enabling communications between nodes separated by a large distance, they are particularly
attractive for low-power communications, such as those encountered with wireless sensor networks, where small, battery-powered sensors are deployed at each node. Upper and lower bounds
on the minimum energy per bit required for reliable communications over Gaussian relay channels were derived in [22].
In this paper, we investigate the achievable rates of relayed
transmissions over fading channels in the low-power regime,
using the tools developed in [23]. We consider the block Markov
coding (BMC) introduced by [12], as well as TDM transmissions, and study the spectral efficiency of these two schemes
over wireless fading links. We derive the normalized achievable minimum energy per bit,
, required for reliable
communications, which, in turn, allows us to optimize the power
allocated between the source and the relay. We also optimize the
time-sharing factor in TDM transmissions to improve spectral
efficiency, and select the relay placement optimally to minimize
.
the
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
, and then obwe first derive a lower bound on the
, the spectral efficiency of BMC,
tain the achievable
and the optimal relay placement. TDM transmission schemes
are investigated in Section III; and numerical results are presented in Section IV. Finally, we draw summarizing conclusions
in Section V.
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and , respectransmit power at the source and the relay be
tively. The received symbols at the relay and the destination can
thus be written, respectively, as

(3)
Fig. 1. System model of relayed transmissions.

II. BLOCK MARKOV TRANSMISSIONS
Fig. 1 depicts transmissions over a relay channel, where the
source (node 1) encodes the incoming information-bearing bits,
and transmits the resulting codewords. The relay (node 2) transmits a codeword based on the received signal from the source;
the destination (node 3) jointly decodes the received signals
from both source and relay. We consider frequency-flat fading
channels, and denote the channel coefficient between nodes
and as
. Throughout the paper, we assume that the channel
are ergodic random processes. In practice,
coefficients
nodes are surrounded by many local scatterers, and the distance
between any two nodes is much larger than the carrier wavelength; hence, the corresponding channels are uncorrelated. We
is known at the relay perfectly, and likewise
also assume that
and
at the destination. The capacity of the Gaussian degraded relay channel was derived in [12]; however, the capacity
of general relay channels is unknown. Since we are interested in
low-power transmissions, instead of analyzing the channel capacity for each signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) value, we will use
the tools developed in [23] to study the performance of relayed
transmissions over fading channels in the low-power regime.
The two key performance measures in the low-power regime
reare the normalized minimum energy per bit
quired for reliable communication, and the slope of the spec[23]. If the channel catral efficiency at the point
pacity is denoted by (SNR) nats/dimension, and the derivative
is
, then the
is given
of (SNR) at SNR
by [23]
(1)
and the slope of spectral efficiency in bits/seconds/Hertz/(3 dB)
is expressed as [23]
at
(2)
denotes the second derivative of (SNR) at SNR
where
.
In this section, after deriving a lower bound on the
, we will investigate the achievable rates based
on the BMC scheme introduced by [12]. This will lead us to
optimal relay selection.
A. Lower Bound on
Let us denote the transmitted symbols from the source and
and
, respectively. We assume
from the relay as
that
, where
denotes the expectation over the random variables in parentheses, and let the

where and denote additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
. It has been shown in [12] that
with zero mean and variance
the capacity of the relay channel, depicted in Fig. 1, is upper
bounded as
(4)
where
. Let

is the joint probability distribution of
and
,
, SNR
, and
. Based on (3) and applying the ergodic capacity
expressions of, e.g., [24] for fading channels, we obtain

(5)
where supremum is taken over the set of
with fixed
and ,
denotes the real part of the variable in parentheses,
and
are achieved
the superscript denotes conjugation,
when
and
are jointly Gaussian distributed, and the units
and
are nats/s/Hz.
of
The capacity of Gaussian relay channels was studied with
a fixed in [12]. The optimal power allocation specified by
an optimal was derived in [16] for the Gaussian degraded
channel. For the fading channels under consideration, similar to
[16], we will optimize the power allocation to achieve optimal
performance, based on certain partial channel state information (CSI) available at the transmitter, specified in the following
assumption.
AS1: Source and relay know the first-, second-, and fourth,
, and
.
order moments of
With this partial CSI available at the source and the relay, we
have
(6)
Due to the expectation operation involved in
and
, it is
difficult to find the optimal value of which maximizes transmission rate for each SNR value. Since we are interested in lowpower communications, we will instead pursue a lower bound
based on (5), (6), and AS1.
on the
and
Targeting (1) for our problem, the first derivatives of
at SNR
can be found from (5) as

(7)
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where
, and
. Since
at SNR
, from (1) and (6), a lower bound on the
can be written as
(8)
It is seen from (8) that finding
imizing the
From (7), we deduce that for
the phase of should equal that of
as
express

is equivalent to max.
to be maximized,
; and then, we can

(9)
is a monotonically decreasing funcIt is clear that
since
, and that
is a linearly
tion of
increasing function of . In order to choose
to maximize
, we need to consider two
the
, or equivalently, if
cases. First, if
, we have
. Second, if
, since
,
and
have a cross point over the interval
;
by setting
,
and then we can find
which yields the equation shown at bottom of the page. Note
guarantees that
that condition
in (10) satisfies
. After finding , we can use a
one-dimensional search to obtain the optimal value of that
minimizes the
.
or/and
, we can obtain the optimal
When
and the corresponding
in closed form. In this case,
is optimal, because the third term in
it is apparent that
is equal to zero, and
is maximized at
[c.f. (7)]. With
,
and
in
(7) become

or/and
, and
. Note that
if
for fading channels depends on the firstour
and second-order moments of channel coefficients, while
of [22] for Gaussian channels depends on channel
coefficients. Furthermore, perfect CSI is required at the source
and the relay in [22], whereas we only need the first- and
second-order moments of the channel coefficients at the source
and the relay for optimal power allocation.
It was shown in [12] that for the Gaussian degraded channel,
the upper bound in (4) is actually the channel capacity; however,
it is unknown whether this upper bound is achievable for general
relay channels. Hence, it is not clear if we can achieve the lower
found using numerical search when
bounds on the
and
, and from (13) for the case where
or/and
. In the next subsection, we will study the
and the slope of the spectral efficiency
achievable
for the BMC advocated in [12].
B. Achievable Rates of BMC
The information-bearing bit stream (message) at the source is
parsed into blocks, each with symbols. Let
be
the message to be sent by the source during the th block. The
of messages is randomly partitioned
set
with
, as in [12]. A
into
random code book
is generated based on a joint probability distribution
[12]. We suppose that entries of codewords
and
are independent, identically distributed, and obey a
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance. After
the relay correctly decodes the message from the source during
st block, it transmits a codeword
in the th
the
block. We refer the reader to [12] for a detailed description of
the block Markov encoding and decoding. The signal vectors
transmitted by the source and the relay simultaneously in the
th block are given, respectively, by

(11)
If
, it is clear from (11) that
is optimal, which implies that relayed transmission cannot prothan the direct link; and we have
vide a lower
for the direct link. If
,
is a decreasing function of , while
is an increasing function of ; and thus,
is maximized, when
. Setting
, we obtain
(12)
if

, and

(14)
Notice that different from (3), and are the transmit powers
and
. With
determining the fracof
tion of power
allocated to the relay,
and
are not equal
. The
to the transmit power at the source and relay, if
aims to improve the combining of
constant satisfying
from the relay and the source at the destination. The received blocks at the relay and the destination can be expressed,
respectively, as
(15)

(13)

where
and
are AWGN blocks with zero mean and
. From the rate formulas of BMC [12], we obcovariance

(10)
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tain the rate
for the link between the
for
source and the relay, and the rate
the multiple-access channel between the source, the relay, and
the destination, where we omitted the indexes of the transmitted
codewords and the received blocks; and the achievable rate of
[12, eq. (12)]. Letting
BMC is given by
,
, SNR
, and supposing
that the codewords are long enough to capture the ergodic nature of the fading processes, we obtain
(16)
and

(17)
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. Hence, it follows readily that
imum at

has a unique max-

(23)
and the maximum value of

is given by

(24)
and
, it can be readily shown that
. Thus, with and
given by (22) and (23),
in (19) is a decreasing function of . On the other hand,
in (19) is an increasing function of . Hence, to maxi, we must have
;
mize the
and the optimal value of can be found using this relationship
as
If

The transmission rate between the source and the destination
can be found as
(18)
The rate in (18) is not the capacity, but the achievable rate
between the source and the destination for BMC. Because the
optimal values of , , and in (18) cannot be found in closed
to minimize the
form, we will look for the triplet
achievable minimum energy per bit. With slight misuse of notation, we still denote this achievable normalized minimum en. The first derivatives of
and
ergy per bit as
at SNR
can be found from (16) and (17) as

(19)
The

can then be written as [c.f. (1)]
(20)

and finding

is equivalent to maximizing the
. Let us denote part of the second term of

in (19) as

(25)
Using (25), the

can be obtained in closed form
(26)

We now turn our attention to the case where
. In this case, we can write
in (19) as

or/and
(27)

If

, it follows from (27) that the maximum value of
is
, which implies that relayed transmission cannot
than the direct link. From
provide a lower
in (19), we deduce that we must have
in order for
than the direct link.
the relay link to have a lower
Hence, when
or/and
, the necessary condition for a relayed transmission with BMC to provide a lower
than the direct link is as follows.
and
are greater than
C1: The expected values of
the expected value of
, i.e.,
and
.
Condition C1 guarantees that the quality of the links, measured by the second moment of each channel coefficient between the source and the delay and between the relay and the
destination, is better than that of the link between the source
and the destination.
is maximized when
It is clear from (27) that under C1,
, and the transmitted blocks in (14) reduce to
(28)

(21)
It is apparent from (21) that

We will henceforth focus on this simpler transmission scheme,
for which
can be found as
(29)

(22)
so that
is maximized. With given by (22), it is easy
with respect to
to show that the first-order derivative of
,
, is a monotonically decreasing function over
, and that
while

regardless of the values of
and
, while
is the same
and
, this transas that given in (19). When
mission scheme does not achieve the
in (26), as we
will show later. However, analyzing this scheme provides useful
insights on relayed transmissions, since in practical scenarios, it
is likely that there is no line of sight (LOS) between the source
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and the destination, and thus, we have
. Using the transmitted signals given by (28) instead of by (14) when
does not affect
, but only reduces the complexity of
the transmitter at the source node. Note that with this simpler
transmission scheme, C1 is also necessary for relayed transmissions to achieve a lower
than direct transmission
and
.
when
With the transmission signals given by (28), and under the
in (29) is a linearly decreasing function
condition C1,
is a linearly increasing function of , the
of . Since
can be found by setting
.
optimal value of
This leads to

where

is defined as
(36)

Denoting the difference between the numerator and the denominator of as
, we have

(37)
(30)
and the corresponding

can be expressed as
(31)

Since we have
, it follows that the
in
(31) for the transmitted signals given by (28) is larger than that
and
in (26) for the transmitted signals in (14), when
. If there is no relay, the
of the direct
transmission is given by
. Under
; hence, relayed
C1, it follows that
transmissions reduce the achievable minimum energy per bit.
and
at SNR
Using (2), we can find the slopes of
from (16) and (17) with
as

(32)
and
where
the kurtosis of the random variable
. Since we set
in finding the
in (31), the slope of
, or equivalently, at
, is given by

is
at SNR
(33)

The kurtosis of a random variable is a measure of the “peakedness” of its probability density function (pdf) [25], or a measure
of the amount of fading in the context of wireless channels [26,
p. 18]. Kurtosis achieves its minimum value of one when the
underlying random variable is actually deterministic, or equivalently, when the pdf is a delta function. The larger the kurtosis
is, the more the pdf spreads out, and the more severe the fading
in (32).
is. We have the following lemma regarding
, the slope of
at SNR
Lemma 1: For any
in (32) satisfies
(34)
Proof: The slope

can also be written as
(35)

is
since
. If
, the
The first term of
second term of
is also
. Hence, we have
, which
and
. Similarly, if
,
implies that
; and (34) follows.
we have
and
, then from (32), (33), and Lemma
If
1, we have
for any
, which implies that
relayed transmissions also offer a larger spectral efficiency slope
than direct transmissions, since the spectral efficiency slope in
. In summary, we have esdirect transmissions is
tablished the following proposition.
Proposition 1: If condition C1 is satisfied, block-Markovcoded transmissions over fading relay channels with transmitted
than direct
blocks, as in (28), can afford a lower
transmissions, and provide a larger spectral efficiency slope at
if conditions
and
are also
the
satisfied.
and
suggest that the link
Conditions
quality, measured by the kurtosis of the channel coefficients between the source and the relay, and between the relay and the
destination, is identical to or better than that of the link between
the source and the destination. If these conditions and C1 are
satisfied, then relayed transmissions provide a larger spectral ef. Note that conditions
ficiency slope at
and
are sufficient for improving spectral efficiency,
but they may not be necessary. In practice, these conditions hold
if all channel coefficients have the same pdf, or if there is no
LOS between the source and the destination, but LOS is present
between the source and the relay, and between the relay and the
destination.
C. Relay Selection
In a wireless network, there may be more than one node available to relay the information of a source to its destination. While
it is possible to have multiple nodes serving as relays for a particular source and destination pair (as in [14] and [17]), we here
focus on the single-relay case and look for the best relay node
. To this end, we first parameterize
to minimize the
the channels using experimentally validated physical path-loss
models of wireless propagation. As discussed in [27, p. 102],
, where is the distance
the path loss is proportional to
from the transmitter to the receiver, is the path-loss exponent
whose value (typically ranging from three to six) depends on
is the close-in reference. For
the specific environment, and
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simplicity, we neglect shadowing effects. Based on this model,
, where is a constant and
denotes
we obtain
in (31)
the distance between nodes and . The
becomes
(38)
The optimal relay is the one that minimizes either (31) when
are known, or (38) when distances
are known.
We now look for the region where the relay can provide
than direct transmission. Based on the
lower
of direct transmissions is
path-loss model, the
. First, it is clear that we must
, so that the link between the source and relay
have
than direct transmission, because
requires a lower
the relay needs to detect its received signals correctly. For the
in (38) to be less than
, we require
(39)
which implies that
(40)
, (40) implies that we must also have
Since we have
. Hence, with the optimal power allocation specified
by (30), the region where relayed transmissions provide a lower
is specified by
and
. Combining this result with condition C1, we establish the following
proposition.
Proposition 2: With the transmitted signals given by (28),
the necessary and sufficient condition under which relayed
transmissions with optimal power allocation have a lower
than direct transmission is
and
.
With equal power allocation and the transmitted signals given
from (19) and (20) by
by (28), we can find the
setting
and
, which leads to
(41)

Fig. 2. Regions where relayed transmissions have a lower (E =N )
direct transmissions.

than

middle point on the line connecting the source with the destiin this case is
nation. The
dB lower than that of direct transmissions.
Proof: Using (38), the ratio between the
of
relayed transmissions and that of direct transmissions can be
written as

(42)
which we wish to minimize with respect to
and
. To
minimize , it is sufficient to only consider the locations on the
line connecting the source with the destination, because for a
, if we move the relay away from this line,
will
fixed
increase, which, in turn, will increase in (42) under condition
C1. Supposing that the relay is placed on this line, we define
, and therefore,
; and rewrite (42)
as
(43)

Letting the
in (41) be less than the
, we
and
. The region where reobtain
layed transmissions have a lower
than direct transmissions is plotted in Fig. 2. Relative to the equal power allocation, it is clear that the optimal power allocation enlarges the
preferred region for relay links.
If the relay can be placed at any location, it is interesting
to seek the placement where relayed transmissions provide the
, which also yields the largest performance
smallest
gain relayed transmissions can offer. It turns out that the optimal
location is at the middle point on the line connecting the source
with the destination, which is formally stated in the following
proposition.
Proposition 3: With the transmitted signals given by (28) and
of
optimal power allocation specified by (30), the
relayed transmissions is minimized by placing the relay at the

Taking the first derivative of

with respect to , we obtain

(44)
, and then it is easy to verify
It is clear that we have
that we have
, which implies that
is an
increasing function of . It is seen from (44) that one solution
is
. Since
and
of
,
is the only solution of
when
. Hence, is minimized when
, and
.
the minimum value of is
If the transmit power is equally split between source and
relay, it follows from (41) that
(45)
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which is minimized when
, or equiv. Hence, the optimal that minalently,
, and it is
imizes in this equal power-allocation case is
easy to show that the minimum of satisfies
. Thus, if the relay is optimally placed, relayed transmissions with equal power allocation or with optimal
, which is approxiallocation have almost identical
mately
dB lower than that of direct transmissions. However, if the relay is at an arbitrary location, optimal power allothan equal
cation will provide considerably lower
power allocation, as we will show in Section IV.
III. TDM TRANSMISSIONS
In BMC, we assume that the relay and the source simultaneously transmit their signals over the same frequency bandwidth,
while the relay has the capability of nullifying the interference
of its own transmitted signals to its received signals. Although
BMC provides high rates, it may not be practically feasible; and
thus, different orthogonal channels need to be assigned to the
source and the relay. In this section, we consider TDM transmissions, where the source and the relay transmit over the same
frequency bandwidth but in different time slots.
In TDM transmissions, we allow the transmission time of the
source and the relay to be different, which provides another degree of freedom to improve the transmission rate, depending
on the quality of different links. Letting the time-sharing factor
denote the percentage of the time allocated to the
source, we divide every time slot of period into two subslots
and
. In the first subslot, the source
of duration
transmits, while in the second subslot, there are two possibilities: either both the relay and the source transmit simultaneously, or only the relay transmits. We will next consider the first
case, and then focus on the second one. Using the same method
and
but
described in Section II-B to generate codewords
with different codeword lengths, the block transmitted by the
source in the first subslot is given by
(46)
while the blocks transmitted by the source and the relay in the
second subslot are

using the random bin argument of [12]
where we obtained
and
at SNR
can be
and [28]. The first derivatives of
of TDM
found to be identical to (19). Hence, the
transmissions is the same as that of BMC. As we discussed in
or/and
, the
Section II-B, when
is achieved by transmitting
only at the relay. This can be
in (47);
also achieved in TDM transmissions by setting
effectively, the source does not transmit in the second subslot.
and the
of TDM transmissions, in
The optimal
this case, coincide with those in (30) and (31) for BMC. We will
next maximize the slope of the spectral efficiency for this TDM
scheme.
in (47), the slopes of
and
at SNR
With
can be obtained from (48) as
(49)
Using the optimal value of
reduces to

from (30), the slope

in (49)

(50)

Since we have
from

, the slope of

can be found
(51)

It is easy to show that the slope in (50) has a unique maximum
, and that the maximum of
is given by
over
(52)

when
(53)
The slope
at
is given by
. If
, it follows from (51) that
; otherwise, the slope
is given by
, where
is found by setting
, or equivalently,
. Letting
,
we obtain
(54)

(47)
. Then, similar
where the total transmit power is
to (16) and (17), the transmission rate can be expressed as

(48)

, we have
;
It can be verified that when
. We summarize our results on
and thus, we have
the slope of the spectral efficiency in the following proposition.
Proposition 4: In TDM transmissions, with the optimal
given by (30), the slope of at SNR
and the optimal value
and
,
of achieving this slope are given by
if
, or
and
, if
.
In TDM transmissions, the source and the relay transmit over
different time slots, which may drop the spectral efficiency by
50%, compared with BMC. In Section IV, we will rely on numerical results to compare the spectral efficiency of TDM and
BMC. In Section II, we have shown that the slope of the spectral
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Fig. 3.

Spectral efficiency of block-Markov-coded transmissions.

efficiency of BMC is greater than that of direct transmissions.
Here, we will prove that under mild conditions, the slope of the
spectral efficiency of TDM transmissions is greater than 50%
of that of direct transmissions. Note that although the spectral
efficiency slope of TDM transmissions may be less than that
of direct transmissions, the spectral efficiency of TDM is still
rehigher than that of direct transmissions over a wide
for TDM transmissions is considergion, since the
ably lower, as we will verify numerically in Section IV.
The spectral efficiency slope of direct transmissions is given
by
. If
, it is seen from (52) that
we have
; and thus, we have from Proposition 4 that
with
, which implies that
. We
now consider more general conditions
and
. For every value of , it is seen from (49) and (50) that both
and
will increase if
and
decrease. We thus deduce from (51) that must also increase, which implies that
when
and
. We summarize our
analysis of the spectral efficiency slope in the following lemma.
Lemma 2: If
and
, then the spectral
efficiency slope of TDM transmissions is larger than 50% of
that of direct transmissions.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we will present numerical results to illustrate
the advantage of relayed transmissions. We consider Rayleigh
fading channels; i.e.,
,
, and
are zero-mean, complex
Gaussian distributed random variables. Thus, the kurtosis of the
channel coefficients is
. The variance of
is normalized to
. The variances of
and
are chosen according to the following physical channel model. The relay is
placed on the line connecting the source with the destination,
and the path-loss exponent defined in Section II-C is equal to

Fig. 4.
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Spectral efficiency of TDM transmissions.

and
can be calculated as
four. Hence, the variances of
and
, respectively.
Figs. 3 and 4 depict the spectral efficiency of BMC and TDM
in Figs. 3
transmissions, respectively. We use
and 4; and thus, we have
and
. The
exact spectral efficiency is obtained from (16) and (17) with
for BMC, and from (48) with
for TDM. In
Fig. 3 for BMC, we use
in (30) for optimal power allocation and
for equal power allocation; in Fig. 4 for
TDM, we use
in (30) and in Proposition 4 for optimal
resource allocation, and
for equal resource allocation. The approximate spectral efficiency plotted in Figs. 3
and 4 is calculated as
, while
the slope will be shown in Fig. 7. It is seen from Figs. 3 and
4 that the gap between approximate and exact curves is small
when the spectral efficiency is less than 0.3 b/s/Hz, which confirms that our resource allocation based on the
and
the slope achieves near-optimal rates when spectral efficiency
is relatively low. It also is observed that relayed transmissions
with optimal power allocation achieve about 7 dB gain relative
to the direct transmissions, while optimal power allocation provides about 2 dB advantage relative to equal power allocation.
The slope of in TDM transmissions with optimal power allocation in this case is found to be
0.506 b/s/Hz/(3 dB);
although it is less than that of direct transmissions, the spectral
efficiency of TDM transmissions is considerably higher than
that of direct transmissions over a wide
region, as verified by Fig. 4.
We next consider how the relay location affects performance.
Fig. 5 depicts the
versus relay location, where
the lower bound and the
when power is optimally allocated are given by (13) and (31), respectively, and
when power is equally allocated. It is seen that relayed transmissions with optimal power allocation offer considerably
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Fig. 5. Minimum energy per bit for relayed and direct transmissions.

Fig. 6. Power allocation between the source and the relay.

lower
than direct transmissions, and that the
is achieved at
, which is
lowest
approximately 9 dB lower than that of direct transmissions, as
we discussed in Section II-C. The optimal power allocation
also outperforms the equal power allocation considerably
at most locations. When
is larger than a certain value,
the
of relayed transmissions with equal power
allocation is higher than that of direct transmissions. This is
because the relay is out of the region described in Fig. 2. When
, the
of relayed transmissions with
optimal power allocation is very close to its lower bound. But
when
, it becomes considerably higher than
its lower bound. Since in the BMC or TDM transmissions we
considered in Sections II and III the relay needs to decode the
information from the source correctly, the quality of the link
between source and relay has a large impact on the overall performance. If
, this link has reliable quality, and
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Fig. 7.

Slopes of spectral efficiency for direct transmissions, BMC, and TDM.

thus, the
reaches its lower bound. However, when
the quality of this link worsens, this decoding and forwarding
relay transmission strategy incurs larger performance loss; in
this case, the facilitating transmission strategy in [12, Th. 6]
may be a better alternative. Fig. 6 shows how the total transmit
power is optimally allocated between the source and the relay,
for the optimal power allocation is calculated from
where
(30). It is observed that more power is allocated to the weak
link so that the overall performance is optimized. Fig. 7 depicts
the slope of spectral efficiency. The slope for direct transmisb/s/Hz/(3 dB), while the slope for
sions is
BMC is found from Lemma 1 to be
b/s/Hz/(3 dB). The
slope for TDM transmissions is obtained from Proposition 4 as
with
given in (54), which is
, as
discussed in Lemma 2 and confirmed by Fig. 7. When
increases, the link between the relay and the destination improves,
and thus, more transmission time is allocated to the source,
which increases the slope of spectral efficiency. It is worth reiterating here that although the slope for TDM transmissions is
less than that for direct transmissions, TDM offers considerably
higher spectral efficiency than direct transmissions over a wide
region, due to its lower
.

V. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the achievable rates of relayed transmissions over fading channels for both BMC and TDM
transmissions. Optimal power allocation between the source
and the relay was derived to minimize the minimum energy
per bit
required for reliable communications.
When the link between the source and the relay is relatively
reliable, the achievable
is close to its lower bound;
otherwise, it is relatively larger than the lower bound. The
optimal relay location minimizing the
was found
to be the middle point of the line connecting the source with

CAI et al.: ACHIEVABLE RATES IN LOW-POWER RELAY LINKS OVER FADING CHANNELS

the destination. Under mild conditions, it was shown that the
slope of the spectral efficiency at zero SNR for BMC is larger
than that of direct transmissions, while the slope for TDM
transmissions is larger than 50% of that of direct transmissions.
Since relayed transmissions provide a considerably lower
requirement relative to direct transmissions, they
offer relatively higher spectral efficiency over a wide
region.
While the spectral efficiency of relayed transmissions over
fading channels is difficult to maximize, we optimized the transfor BMC, and based
mission system based on the
on both the
and the slope of the spectral efficiency
at zero SNR for TDM transmissions. Another possible approach
to improving spectral efficiency could be based on a first-order
approximation of the spectral efficiency in the low-SNR regime.
As we mentioned in Section IV, the facilitating transmission
strategy in [12, Th. 6] may also be worth pursuing.
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